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117
Speculations about the underlying processes of ecosystems' organization have been moved 118 in the past considering diversity patterns and models able to predict these patterns such as shows that criticality does exist also for stable states where system's component organiza-127 tion is optimal due to optimal information sharing among components and the environment some biologically inspired models we use all data available to check their information content 143 to define all possible microbiome states and associated diversity patterns. In this informa-144 tion theoretic framework, in particular we show how criticality coincides with neutrality and 145 optimal microbial network organization that lead to healthy states. 
Probabilistic Characterization of Microbiome Variables
157
We characterize probabilistically the distribution of macroecological and microbiome network where Y * is the truncation point ("hard truncation") for which the transition in the 161 regime of the probability distribution is observed from exponential to power-law. We refer interactions where the total free energy changes over time. Considering information entropy 178 as the energy's counterpart, the total network entropy can be written as:
where x i denote the i − s variables that contribute to the total information of the network N .
180
In our case x is the abundance of species. predictive abilities of one variable onto another. Thus a directed network can be inferred.
198
Directed TE of two time series variables, denoted as X i and X j , was calculated as
where X i,τ and X j,τ denote the respective histories of X i and X j at time t as well as interest. The edges that comprise the network with the greatest total TE are then included.
226
Selecting the edges that contribute to the greatest amounts of TE, according to the MaxEnt 227 theory, produces the network that most accurately describes "causal" patterns among the 228 included variables.
229
A utility function is needed in order to establish the function where MaxEnt is applied.
230
The utility function can be thought as a systemic (network) value function i,j f i,j (X) w i,j of creating a microbiome network indicator, the value functions f i,j are defined as:
where {X i , X j } represents the directed edge connecting X i to X j , and MENet (Maximum by evaluating the weighted in-degree and out-degree of each node in the network (i.e. TE).
252
Nodes with a greater weighted out-degree than in-degree can be included in the Optimal
253
Information Network (OIN) that one among many MENets with the same average total 254 entropy. OIN is then the necessary and sufficient MENet for predicting microbiome function.
255
These nodes are strongly predicting the variability of other nodes, thus the overall network 256 dynamics. This entropy reduction (that does not affect much the total entropy) can be 257 achieved by introducing functions g(X i ), defined as follows 
262
The defined function g was then used to create the total network entropy that can be 263 used to carefully describe the network dynamics:
which represents the sum of all necessary variables that were included by the structure and analytically the are formulated as: 
and
, where X i 
Macroecological Indicators
296
To characterize the microbiome we introduce macroecological indicators that aim to describe 297 ecosystems' collective variability of diversity locally, within communities or time points, and 298 globally. In this paper we use such macroecological indicators that are time dependent
299
(because space is non relevant nor provided) and of order zero (Jost, 2006) . For a set of 300 unique species S = {S 1 , S 2 , ..., S n } whose abundance X = {X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n } changes over 301 time, we define the local species diversity, or α diversity as:
where p k (t) is the probability to find one species at time t. Thus, α is the sum of di-303 verse species at any given time during the observation period (30 days). Considering this 304 definition of α is easily noticeable that the sum of the entropy of all species abundance 
307
Leaving aside the controversy about the definition of interspecies diversity over time, i.e.
309
species turnover, we define β diversity as the complementary variable of species similarity
310
(here introduced via the Jaccard Similarity Index (JSI)):
(2.9) 
is the number of species present at time t (or t + 1) (Eq. 2.8).
314
Note that this definition of β is proportional to the "true" β that is classically defined as 315 the number of diverse species between two samples (either over space or time). β diversity
316
can also be defined as a second order index where the entropy related to β is
is the total network entropy (Eq. 2.2). Considering the vari-
318
ation of diversity over time β diversity is proportional to the complementary of the mutual
to the sum of the TEs.
322
The total diversity γ is defined as:
that is established over the total number of speciation events M (that is the sum of all 
328
The total number of speciation events, that is the number of events where new or existing 329 species can be introduced, can be related to the number of unique species as follows.
where S is the number of unique species across the whole observation period, x i is the abun-331 dance of the counted species, and m i is the number of times that species occurs. The functional distance between species is defined as:
where the value is considering the minimum for all possible time delays τ . X i and X j are 
348
The calculation of the structural distance is based on the functional distance and the 349 concept of the shortest path. The structural distance is then defined as the minimum number 350 of steps from one node (species) to another independently of the magnitude of these steps
351
(e.g. in terms of TE). Thus, analytically the structural distance is defined as:
where A ij = T E 0 ij is the adjacency matrix that can be formulated in terms of TE. The In terms of connectivity the functional degree is defined for the directed network as as 359 the sum of the weighted in-and out-degree (i.e. TE) elevated to a power exponent equal to 360 zero. Then, analytically the functional degree is:
where f i,j (X) = T E ij is the transfer entropy as defined in Eq. 2.3.
362
The structural degree is defined by thinking the network as an undirected network, thus
where a i,j = 1 = T E 0 i,j if i and j are connected. Classically, the structural degree consid-364 ers the number of connections independently of the bidirectional pathways implied by TE.
365
Thus, functional degree is always greater or equal to structural degree. 
368
By a simple cursory analysis it is evident that the average abundance of the healthy mi-369 crobiome is lower than the average abundance of the unhealthy microbiome independently 370 of the species; however, the maximum abundance is higher for the healthy microbiome and 371 that species is one of the the most beneficial for health. By looking into species diversity 372 ( Figure S1 ) it is observed that the average number of species at any time point (α) is lower 373 for the healthy microbiome than the unhealthy one. This may seem in contrast with pre-374 vious findings that report higher diversity for healthy microbiome or in general for healthy OINs; yet, the networks for which the total network entropy is maximized (MENets) and The least abundant species for the unhealthy microbiome are the most interactive and the 459 least detrimental. On the contrary, the most abundant species (Fig. S4) instance. Figure S7 shows that from the top to the least 10 TE species there is a shift in the 465 pdf of abundance from a bimodal to a monomodal distribution for the healthy microbiome.
466
For the transitory and unhealthy microbiome instead there is a shift from a leptokurtic (Dirac-467 like) to a platykurtic pdf (uniform-like). The top 10 TE species are the most dangerous 468 bacteria ("antibiotic") but their abundance is small for the healthy microbiome; this means 469 that these bacteria are controlled by all other good bacteria.
470
The non-linear duality between microbiome structure and function is shown in Figure   471 5 where structure is considered via the network degree ( Fig. S8 and S9 
486
The most interesting results we find is when we combine microbiome service and func-487 tion indicators, for instance considering total macroecological diversity γ and OTE. the purpose of the model is not to infer causal (or "true") species-species interactions among 509 bacteria. The "exact" computational inference of these interactions is always very hard -
510
provided that there is a complete knowledge of the reality on which results can be validated
511
-and dependent on the analytics and data used. For instance, abundance profile may not 512 necessarily contain the information about all species-species interactions aimed to be assessed.
513
In this perspective the entropy-based model is focused on the predictability of patterns vs.
514
causal investigation of mechanisms. The total network entropy is the lowest for the healthy 515 microbiome for any threshold of the information flow TE (Fig. 2) importance of species interactions versus species independent dynamics as shown in Fig. S5 . In our microbiome data we consider the complementary of β-diversity over time via the 548 Jaccard Similarity Index (JSI) and we show that JSI is higher for the healthy than the un-549 healthy microbiome over time. This means that the local species richness, α, tends to be more in an average representative sample, is also higher. In ecology these quantities are typically 564 evaluated over space and in healthy conditions 1-β has a relatively fast decay but never goes 565 to zero; this means that heterogeneity exists but even communities far apart have species 566 in common. Considering space in unhealthy conditions, typically the "true" β diversity is 567 smaller than in healthy conditions because much more homogeneity is achieved.
568
The higher variation of β-diversity in healthy individuals highlight the "Anna Karenina Similarly to other ecosystems we show that scale-invariance (that is occurring for the and tendency toward disorganized unhealthy state is very likely (Fig. 4) .
630
Universality in human microbiota dynamics can be ideally manipulated in a similar or healthy state. However, we speculate that an optimal diversity growth is oriented to-678 ward maximizing growth rate rather than total diversity (as according to many Pareto 679 portfolio theories) that can lead to over-redundancy and instability as observed for 680 the dysbiotic microbiome. Hence, we tend to challenge the diversity-health-stability 681 hypothesis if for diversity is considered the total systemic diversity γ;
682
• We observe a phase transition of the second order from the healthy to the unhealthy 
